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ABSTRACT

A fundamental element of stereoscopic image production 

is to geometrically analyze the conversion from real 

space to stereoscopic images by binocular parallax under

various shooting and viewing conditions. This paper

reports on this analysis, particularly on the setting of the

optical axes of 3D cameras, which has received little

attention in the past. The parallel camera configuration

maintains linearity during the conversion from real space

to stereoscopic images. But the toed-in camera

configuration often can not maintain linearity during the 

conversion from real space to stereoscopic images.

1. INTRODUCTION 

Research into stereoscopic television is increasing in

order to indicate one of the possibilities for new

broadcasting services. The so-called stereoscopic image

system, which creates stereoscopic effects by allocating a 

pair of images with binocular parallax between the

human right and left eyes, provides a strong sensation of

reality and powerful images much greater than ordinary

2D television. Owing to its relatively simple design, the

system is increasingly used in both business and

industrial applications such as for leisure activities and

medical treatment. As broadcast programs are viewed by

the general public over an extended period of time, it is

important that 3D images look natural. We have therefore

been researching appropriate shooting and viewing

conditions.

Determining appropriate shooting and viewing

conditions is equivalent to determining the method of 

converting from real space to stereoscopic images, which 

is one of the most fundamental tasks in constructing the

stereoscopic image system. Great effort has been made

on analyzing this conversion using binocular parallax as

a parameter [1]-[4]. In particular, an orthostereoscopic

condition under which the shooting space as a whole can

be theoretically projected onto stereoscopic images has 

been examined [5][6]. Under the condition, the optical

axes of the right and left lenses are kept apart and

parallel to each other by the distance of right-left irises

while an object is being shot. In conventional 3D 

television program production, on the other hand, these

optical axes are made to cross at some point during the

shooting because stereoscopic effects can be produced

more easily in this way. These two different approaches,

parallel and crossing optical axes, create significant

differences not only in how stereoscopic effects are

produced for programs, but also in the size and weight of

3D cameras (see Fig. 1)[7]. As the demand for efficient

program production increases, it is very important to

precisely understand the characteristics of these two 

ways of placing optical axes and to use them flexibly 

depending on the situation.

(1) Weight 25Kg, no Zoom lens

(2) Weight 8Kg, with Zoom lens

Fig. 1 Crossing optical axes 3D HDTV camera (1) and

Parallel optical axes 3D HDTV camera (2)

In this study, we attempted to geometrically analyze the

conversion from real space to stereoscopic images by

focusing on how optical axes are set, parallel or crossing

(toed-in), a subject which has received little attention. 

2. CONDITIONS OF SETTING OPTICAL AXES

IN STEREOSCOPIC SHOOTING

2.1 Shooting with parallel optical axes (parallel

camera configuration)

In this shooting method which keeps the optical axes 

parallel to each other, the concept is to create a horizontal

linear shift between the right and left images during

image acquisition or viewing so as to show the object,
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which is at an infinite point, at a point over an infinite

distance. If as shown in Fig. 2 the distance between the

two cameras (dc) and the horizontal shift between the

right and left images (Hc) are the same as the distance

between the observer's right-left irises (de) and if the

angles of view of the lenses and that of the display screen

( ) are the same, these satisfy distortion-free conditions

under which the shooting space can be wholly reflected 

in stereoscopic images. These conditions set standards

for conversion from real space to stereoscopic image

space. It is not easy, however, to satisfy these conditions 

all the time in broadcasting where shooting and viewing

conditions often vary. A more practical approach is

required to deal with situations where these conditions

are not met.

dc

de

dc=de=Hc

Fig. 2 An example of parallel camera configuration

2.2 Shooting with crossed optical axes (toed-in 

camera configuration)

Fig. 3 An example of toed-in camera configuration

As shown in Fig. 3, this shooting method with crossed

optical axes (hereafter referred to as the "toed-in camera

configuration) has an object, which is at the point where

the optical axes converge, reproduced on the screen as a

stereoscopic image. The degree of stereoscopic effects,

influenced by the camera separation, varies around this

point where the optical axes converge. This means that it 

is possible to move where the image forms, toward or 

away from the viewer, by moving this convergence point

back and forth. At the same time, the camera separation

can be changed to adjust the amount of stereoscopic

effect, the sensation of watching the image coming at 

you or moving away from you. Because these

stereoscopic effects can be easily manipulated, this

toed-in camera configuration is frequently used in 

television program production. However, visual

distortions such as the puppet-theater effect and

cardboard effect often accompany 3D pictures.

3. CONVERSION FROM SHOOTING SPACE TO

STEREOSCOPIC SPACE

Hc

Fig. 4 A model of shooting system

Optical axes Screen width 

Fig. 5 A model of display system

Fig. 4 and 5 show models of the shooting and display

systems. For simplicity, we use the center of an image

free of keystone distortion. Parameters are shown in

Table 1.

Convergence point 

Right image

Convergence

distance

The angles of view of lens 

Viewing distance 

Left imageEye separation
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Table 1 Parameters in shooting and display models

dc Camera separation

de Eye separation

Lb Shooting distance

Lc Convergence distance

Ls Viewing distance

Ld Position of a stereoscopic object 

Angles of view of lens

Viewing angle

c Camera convergence angle 

Convergence angle of eye 

Hc
A horizontal gap between L and R

images

W The width of screen

W'
The width of virtual screen at a viewing

distance in the shooting model

x'

The distance from the center of the 

virtual screen at a viewing distance in 

the shooting model (see Fig. 4) 
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The following equation can be established from Fig. 4:
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In case of ordinary 3D program production, dc is several

centimeters, and Lc ranges from several meters to several

dozen meters. Assuming that
c
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From Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we obtain:
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With the angle of the eyes' convergence being 2

when seeing a stereoscopic image, we derive:
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where, we define camera separation ratio as 
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By substituting (2), (3), (5), and (6) into (4), we now

have the final location, , where the stereoscopic image

is formed:
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3.1 Parallel camera configuration

Here, we assume in equation (7) that the distance to the

convergence point is infinite. As for Hc , the horizontal 

shift of right-left images, we also assume that Hc=de as

the infinite point during the shooting will also be located

at an infinite point during the viewing. With these

assumptions, equation (7) can be simplified to:

21 aa

L
L

b

d
(8)

As this equation shows, if the shooting is by the parallel

camera configuration and if the amount of right-left

horizontal shift equals the distance between the 

observer's irises Hc=de , then linearity can be retained

between the shooting distance to the object and the

distance at which a stereoscopic image is formed. An 

example is shown in Fig, 6. This shows the relationship

between the shooting distance (Lb ) and the distance to

3D images (Ld) shot by the parallel camera configuration 

under the conditions shown in Table 2. When an object is

Fig. 6 Relation between shooting distance and the

distance to the 3D objects shot by the parallel camera

configuration
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shot by this camera configuration, the projected 3D 

image moves toward the viewer as the distance between

the cameras widens, but it moves away from the viewer

when the lens view angles expands.

3.2 Toed-in camera configuration 

Unlike the parallel camera configuration, this shooting

method moves the convergence point back and forth

without creating a horizontal shift between right and left

images.

Assuming that Hc=0 in equation (7), we obtain:
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Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the shooting

distance (Lb) and the distance to 3D images (Ld) shot by

the toed-in camera configuration under the conditions

shown in Table 2.

Fig. 7 Relation between shooting distance and the

distance to the 3D objects shot by the toed-in camera

configuration

By the toed-in camera configuration, as the graph shows,

Ld begins to undergo a major change when

. When 
sc
LaaL 21 sc

LaaL 21 , Ld cannot

be calculated by equation (9) if the shooting distance Lb 

is large. This is a situation where the eyes do not

converge (diverge) as the distance between the right-left

images becomes greater than the space between the

right-left irises. But, apparently, this situation does not

immediately mean no-fusion. If 
sc
LaaL 21

(condition (5)), equation (9) becomes the same as 

equation (8), meaning that there is no distortion at the

center of the screen, but that keystone distortion occurs

in the peripheral area. 

Table 2 Examples of shooting and viewing condition

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper reports on the setting of the optical axes of 3D

cameras. The parallel camera configuration maintains

linearity during the conversion from real space to 

stereoscopic images. But the toed-in camera

configuration often can not maintain linearity during the

conversion from real space to stereoscopic images.
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